Let the GAMES Begin

converting an unfinished basement into a family fun room

T

o complete the blank canvas
of their newly finished basement, Tom and Andrea turned
to Barstools & Billiards for an
oasis to entertain or just get away. With
so many different games and options
to choose from, the family decided on
a few of the more popular possibilities
to enjoy.
Adding to the Irish Pub theme was an
old-time favorite—foosball. Who can
resist the fast action and limitless fun
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a foosball table can bring to a game
room? Even if you’ve never played
before, its simple rules and game play
can intrigue just about anyone. But for
an advanced player, foosball can be a
device to show off your skills and let
everyone know it’s more than a simple
bar game.
Appropriately positioned along an open
wall, a shuffleboard invites play from
beginners and seasoned veterans
alike with just the right amount of

touch. Its sleek playing surface wows
with its quick, glass-like feel. Even
though they’ve become less common,
shuffleboards are making a glorious
return to game rooms and bars alike.
Ranging from 9 feet to 22 feet, more
and more people are finding they have
room for such an exciting and fun
game.
Among the exposed beams, hung
nicely on a wall, sits a dartboard,
another Irish pub fixture. This
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exciting skill game pits your hand-eye
coordination against your opponent’s.
As the centerpiece of the room, the
family chose a beautiful pool table.
Being able to customize so much
about their table allowed them to
create a table that matched the unique
style of their Irish Pub theme. Catering
to people of any age and skill level, a
pool table will promote a lifetime of
enjoyment.
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After playing these games, it’s time
to enjoy a cold drink at the bar. The
couple had a custom-made wraparound bar built to accentuate
their Irish Pub theme. It’s easy to
find a seat to cozy up to the bar,
with its comfortable size and eight
barstools, each with the Guinness
logo embroidered on top, spaced
nicely to accommodate a larger crowd.
Following suit, the large back-bar
mirror also displays the Guinness logo
along with a glass rack and shelf for
select bottles.
Barstools & Billiards helped put a
small piece of Dublin in Lititz. From
dartboards to pool tables, shuffleboard
to foosball, Barstools & Billiards can
turn an ordinary basement into a
new room that the entire family can
enjoy. You’ll find more information
and product options on our website,
barstoolsandbilliards.net.
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